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SETUP HANDING OF LEVER

1. Shipped trim is supplied in neutral (non-handed) configuration

2. To set handing turn lever to right or left position as required for the appropriate door handing (refer to Fig. 1)

3. Tighten handing screws (ref Fig. 2)

4. To change handing remove handing screw and lever spindle screw, rotate lever to the desired orientations and re-install screws
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CYLINDER INSTALLATION OR REPLACEMENT

1. Cylinder is supplied pre-installed on the trim

2. To remove the cylinder, remove top back cover, disengage cylinder spring, unscrew cylinder fixing nut and pull out cylinder.

3. To install the cylinder, place the cylinder collar on cylinder, then place cylinder in to the hole as shown. Then fix in place with cylinder fixing nut.

4. Re-install cylinder spring as shown then re-install top back cover
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DOOR PREPARATION

1. Prepare the door’s interior (push side)surface for the exit device installation using the installation instructions and template supplied with the  
 exit device.

2. Prepare the door’s exterior surface (pull side) for the trim installation using the supplied template.  Transfer the exit device vertical and   
 horizontal centerlines from the interior door surface to the exterior door surface.

3. Apply trim template on the door exterior surface using the determined vertical and horizontal centerlines and drill the required holes on the   
 door exterior side as indicated in the supplied template (Fig. 6).

4. It is recommended that the exit device and the trim mounting holes are done at the door manufacturing plant using the supplied dimensions  
 acoording to the supplied templates 

TRIM MOUNTING HOLES 13/32” (10 mm)

TRIM ACTUATING SPINDLE HOLE 1” (25.4 mm)
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THE EXIT DEVICE MAIN CHASSIS HUB

TRIM INSTALLATION

The exit device and trim installation door preparation must be completed before installing the trim.

1. Install the trim mounting posts on the trim’s back plate and tighten (Fig. 2).

2. Adjust trim spindle for the proper door thickness as shown below (Fig. 7).

3. Position trim mounting posts and actuating spindle through the door exterior (pull side) drilled holes as  
 shown (Fig. 8). Ensure lever is at the right orientation for the appropriate door handing.

4. Attach trim to door using the mounting screws from the exit device chassis on the door interior side  
 (push side). Use flat head screws with Panic exit devices and pan head screws with Fire exit devices.
 Verify trim operation for the appropriate function.
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Single door with rim exit device

2-7/8”
73 mm

2-3/8”
60 mm

2-3/8”
60 mm

2-3/8”
60 mm

Double doors with double rim exit device  
and mullion

ENTRANCE / CLASSROM (70)

3-9/16”
90 mm

9500AS251

REF. REF. REF.
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(*) Refer to 9500AS251 overlapping 
strike instructions. 
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